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ABSTRACT
This study is conducted as a collaborative study between two researchers and one vocational 
teacher in the Industrial Programme at the upper secondary vocational education in Sweden. 
The study is conducted in iterative cycles and focuses on actual teaching of a technical 
vocational object of learning (to make a TIG-weld) in school. The research project is funded 
by the Swedish Institute for Educational Research. The study is based on two theoretical 
frameworks; the variation theory (Marton & Tsui, 2004) and conversation analysis (Sidnell, & 
Stivers, 2013). These theories have been used for planning the teaching as well as for 
analysing data from the iterative cycles. Combining these two frameworks is a fairly new 
approach, but it has previously been done in a few studies (cf. Asplund & Kilbrink, 2018).
However, there are no previous action research studies that we know about where these 
theories are combined in the planning of and teaching a specific object of learning. We use 
the abbreviation CAVTA (Conversation Analysis and Variation Theory Approach) for the 
combination of these theories as a tool in practice-based school research. Inspired by the 
learning study method, this study is conducted in three iterative cycles. However, this study is
based on CAVTA as the theoretical framework, in contrast to previous learning studies. Data 
consists of video recorded lessons and audio recorded conversations between the 
researchers and the teacher to follow the process of working with this collaborative method in 
relation to a technical vocational object of learning. The results from this study show how the 
teaching content in relation to the object of learning is made visible in the interaction. 
Furthermore, the critical aspects are displayed more explicitly in teaching over time, based on 
analysing, planning and evaluating teaching with a starting point in CAVTA.
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Introduction
In today’s education arena there are claims on teaching on a scientific basis and for teachers 
to develop professionally in their classroom teaching (cf. Carlgren, 2017; Marton, Cheung and 
Chan, 2019; Pang and Ling, 2012). Carlgren (2009) argues for conducting more studies in 
natural occurring classroom situations and Lo (2012) states that teaching theories need to be 
tested in practice and that it is important to test and develop the use of variation theory by 
developing ”more learning studies that target objects of learning outside of the cognitive 
domain” (Lo, 2012 p 198), which could relate to both technical and vocational learning which 
often is referred to as a more “practical” learning (cf Kilbrink, 2018, p 195). In a vocational 
classroom teaching is often conducted in interaction between teacher and students, as well 
as in interaction with tools, artefacts and learning content (cf Asplund & Kilbrink, 2018). 

In relation to technical objects of learning and vocational education, there is a lack of research 
on teaching on a scientific basis as well as studies on teachers’ professional learning (cf 
Asplund & Kilbrink, submitted; Kilbrink & Asplund, 2018, June). One way of teaching on a 
scientific basis and develop professionally is to participate in a learning study. Learning study 
is a method for developing teaching in relation to a specific content, based on the variation 
theory of learning (cf. Ling & Marton, 2012; Pang & Ling, 2012). In order to develop the learning 
study method and variation theory, more studies in more areas and in relation to more theories 
are needed. In previous studies, we have used CA and variation theory to analyse actual 
teaching on welding (Asplund & Kilbrink, 2018; Kilbrink & Asplund, 2018) and found this to be 
a productive method in our pursue to understand learning processes in technical vocational 
education. As a result of this, we decided to use those theories as integrated (CAVTA) in a 
collaborative learning study project. 

Context of the study
This study is conducted as a collaborative study between two researchers and one vocational 
welding teacher in the Industrial Programme at the upper secondary vocational education in 
Sweden. The study is conducted in iterative cycles and focuses on actual teaching of a 
technical vocational object of learning (OoL) (to make a TIG-weld) in school. There are three 
new students participating in the teaching activities in every cycle, and for the students it is 
the first time that they are introduced to the TIG-welding method at school (but not the first 
time they are welding). The research project is funded by the Swedish Institute for Educational 
Research (ref no 2017-00056).

Theoretical background and method
The present study is based on two theoretical frameworks; the variation theory (Lo, 2012; 
Marton & Tsui, 2004) and conversation analysis (CA) (Sidnell, & Stivers, 2013), where 
variation theory can highlight what is learned and CA can help us understand the aspect of 
how something is learned (Asplund & Kilbrink, 2018). These theories have been used for 
planning the teaching as well as for analysing data from the iterative cycles. Combining these 
two frameworks is a fairly new approach, but it has previously been done in a few studies (cf. 
Asplund & Kilbrink, 2018; Emanuelsson & Sahlström, 2008; Kilbrink & Asplund, 2018). The 
combination can contribute to an understanding of the whole learning process, concerning 
both content and form issues. However, there are no previous action research studies that we 
know about where these theories are combined in the planning of and teaching a specific OoL. 
We use the abbreviation CAVTA (Conversation Analysis and Variation Theory Approach) for 
the combination of these theories as a tool in practice-based school research. Inspired by the 
learning study method (cf. Kilbrink et al., 2014; Lo, 2009; Marton & Ling, 2007; Pang & Ling, 
2012), this study was conducted in three iterative cycles. However, this study is based on 
CAVTA as the theoretical framework, in contrast to previous learning studies, which are 
primarily based on variation theory solely (cf Kilbrink et. al., 2014; Pang & Ling, 2012). 

Data consists of three video recorded lessons (a total of 270 minutes) and 9 audio recorded 
conversations (a total of 490 minutes) between the researchers and the teacher to follow the 
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process of working with this collaborative method in relation to a technical vocational OoL (to 
make a TIG-weld). The video-recorded lessons have been analysed in collaboration between 
the two researchers and the vocational teacher based on CAVTA, with the overall focus on 
what content was possible to learn in the interaction between teacher and students. Between 
the cycles, these analyses influenced how the following cycles were planned and conducted, 
following the iterative steps of a learning study (Pang & Ling, 2012). 

In this article, we direct our focus of the analyses of the interaction on the critical aspects
(aspects of the OoL that are important to learn), the critical features (specific values of the 
critical aspects) and the patterns of variation that were used to highlight the object of learning 
(OoL) (cf Asplund & Kilbrink, submitted; Lo, 2012; Marton & Tsui, 2004) and on how a common 
understanding was established in the interaction between the teacher and the students (cf 
Sahlström, 2011).

Analysis and results
The results from this study show how the teaching content in relation to the OoL is made 
visible in the interaction. Furthermore, the critical aspects are displayed more explicitly in 
teaching during the process over time, based on planning, analysing, and evaluating teaching 
with a starting point in CAVTA.  

In the first cycle there were a lot of critical aspects, concerning aspects from seeing the melt 
and handling the tools, to ergonomics and cleaning; and the critical aspects were different 
among the students, depending on what critical aspects emerged in the interaction between 
teacher and student there and then (Kilbrink & Asplund, 2018, June).   

In the second cycle, three critical aspects (the melt, the length of the movement with the 
additive material and the length of the arc) were put into focus. Based on CAVTA it was 
decided in the planning between the teacher and the researchers to endeavour to let the 
student show their understanding of those critical aspects in interaction and to use patterns of 
variation (mainly contrasting) for finding the critical features of the critical aspects (see
Example 1 below). 

In the third cycle, the three critical aspects from the second cycle were kept, but the structure 
of the lesson was changed, so that the students were able to show their understanding of the 
critical aspects early in the lesson. Thereby, the teacher could decide if and when to add 
further critical aspects (which in this case were chosen to be ergonomics and where to put the 
additive material, based on the analysis of the previous cycles). The students were 
encouraged to verbalise their knowledge regarding the critical aspects, as well as displaying 
the critical features in their actual welding in interaction with the teacher. When the different 
critical aspects are focused on in the interaction, they are temporarily foregrounded as 
subordinated OoL with their own critical aspects (cf Asplund & Kilbrink, submitted).

Below we show an example of how working with establishing a shared understanding 
regarding a critical aspect and the use of contrast as pattern of variation can be used in the 
teaching situation. 
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Example 1 Establishing shared understanding of long and short movements

In the Example 1 above, we can see how the teacher actively works on establishing a shared 
understanding of what they are orienting towards regarding the critical aspect length of the 
movements when the student is TIG-welding. In the first three lines, the teacher’s talk and the 
content made relevant show that it is longitudinally linked to a prior, shared teaching situation 
(“can I see if you understood what I said”, line 1), and the teacher also positions the student 
epistemically as someone who should be a candidate accountable for understanding how to 
do short and long movements with the additive material as critical features of the OoL to put 
a TIG-weld. Epistemic topicalisation is the way participants in interaction claim and display 
their knowledge and understanding, and according to Sahlström (2011) epistemic 
topicalisations seem to be quite common in teaching situations (see also Melander &
Sahlström, 2010). In line 4 then, the student positions himself epistemically, and claims that 
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what he is doing is long movements. By adding “right?” at the end of the turn, he seeks the 
teacher’s confirmation, which he does not receive, however, since the teacher says that he 
“thought” that the student “made quite short” movements (line 5). Here, the teacher displays 
a cognitive state (“I thought”) and initiates a correction, but opens up for the student to correct 
himself by encouraging him to “exaggerate” so that he can see what it looks like when he 
makes long movements (lines 5-7). As a response to this, the student moves his left hand in 
which he holds the additive material, back and forth with long movements (line 8) and then he 
says “ther:e are long”, thus once again claiming knowledge of how to do long movements (line 
9). This time, the teacher agrees and direct after that, he requests the student to do short 
movements instead (line 10), which he also does in line 11. In line 12 then, the teacher 
confirms and praises the student’s action, saying “that’s good” and also confirms that the 
student has “understood” what he meant “with that”.
   The example shows how the teacher and the student, together and socially, orient towards 
a common understanding regarding the critical features of how to do long and short 
movements with the additive material. By encouraging the student to do short and long 
movements, the teacher works with contrast as pattern of variation regarding the length of the 
movements, and through these actions, epistemic stance is topicalised several times in the 
example (cf. Heritage, 2013; Sidnell, 2012). When a knowledge asymmetry is displayed in the 
interaction, the teacher actively works with re-establishing a knowledge symmetry (lines 6-7) 
in order to change the epistemic possibilities for the student. The topicalisation of epistemic 
stance, the oriented-to-knowledge asymmetries, and the re-establishment of a knowledge 
symmetry that is oriented to by the teacher, are concrete elements that together constitute 
learning situations (Sahlström, 2011). Thus, the excerpt above does not only illustrate what 
happens when the teacher works with establishing a shared understanding of how to make 
long and short movements with the additive material when TIG-welding, but also how these 
activities could be described as situations in which the student’s are doing learning (cf. 
Asplund & Kilbrink, 2018).

Discussion 
As we have shown in previous studies, the combination of CA and VT into CAVTA provides a
basis for an analysis of learning processes focusing on both the how and the what aspects of 
learning; that is, we can reach a deeper understanding of the learning process in relation to a 
specific learning content (cf Asplund & Kilbrink, 2018; Kilbrink & Asplund, 2018). However, in 
this study we also show how CAVTA can be a tool also in planning and conducting teaching.

The analysis in Example 1 above shows how CAVTA creates conditions for learning a specific 
content and how it establishes a common understanding in the interaction. Previous studies 
state that the use of patterns of variation improves “student learning outcomes” (Lo, 2012, p 
83). Using contrast of the critical features long and short movements in the interaction between 
teacher and student in the example above thereby both improves the student’s possibilities to 
discern the critical features, but also the teachers’ possibility to interpret whether he/she and 
the student has established a shared understanding of the learning content. 

In light of this, CAVTA can be used in natural occurring teaching situations with a specific 
focus on establishing a common understanding in the interaction between teacher and student 
of which specific aspects of OoL should be oriented to and highlighted. Thus, CAVTA can 
contribute to creating fruitful conditions for the students to learn what they are intended to 
learn.

Previously, the vocational teacher who participated in this study mostly worked with showing 
only the right value of the critical aspect. Thereby, it was left to the students themselves to find 
the critical features of the OoL. By working systematically in helping the students to discern 
the critical features by also showing what is wrong (eg contrasting short and long movements),
using contrast in the interaction, the right values of the critical aspect the length of the 
movement with the additive material is made visible to the students (see Figure 1).   
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Figure 18 The right values – the specific critical feature of the critical aspect

One big difference between the first and the following cycles was the amount of critical aspects 
of TIG-welding in the lesson. When handling the large amount of aspects of TIG-welding in 
the first lesson, there was not much room for using patterns of variation or to use different 
semiotic resources simultaneously to establish a shared understanding between teacher and 
students. When working more systematically in reflecting on what the students were supposed 
to learn and to focus on fewer, more articulated critical aspects, there was also room for a 
deeper handling of the learning content in the teaching, to actually reach a shared 
understanding and to use variation to foreground the critical aspects and the critical features 
of the OoL. 

Conclusions 
The conclusions concern both specific and general contributions. The specific contributions 
concern aspects of teaching and learning to make a TIG-weld. For example, it concerns how 
CAVTA can be helpful in how the critical features of the OoL to make a TIG-weld can be 
oriented to and made explicit in the interaction, by combining different semiotic resources and
patterns of variation. Also, the use of CAVTA helps illustrate how teaching can be arranged to 
shed light on students’ understanding and learning as well as prior knowledge of TIG-welding 
in the interaction. Furthermore, it can contribute to a deeper understanding of professional 
learning on TIG-welding. 

There are also general contributions from this study. The general contributions concern for 
example knowledge of working with a collaborative approach between teachers and 
researchers in relation to specific OoL in teaching based on CAVTA and how critical features 
of an OoL can be highlighted in the interaction, by combining different semiotic resources and 
patterns of variation. Furthermore, we argue that this way of working with analysing data from 
actual teaching situations can help us find concepts and words for what teachers and students 
do in the actual learning interaction of the OoL and to possibly display tacit knowledge (cf 
Asplund & Kilbrink, submitted) and in the long run both contribute to teachers’ professional 
learning and to improving teaching and learning. 
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